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Short Synopsis 60 min 2-4 12+

Two years ago, the ancient conquerors of Atlantis rose from the depths of the Paci�c, leaving the world para-
lyzed in their wake. But, seven girls stepped forward to face the threat, each possessing the Royal Wavelength 
required to activate the humanoid weapons known as Resonants. These were the only means of stopping the 
enemy. In a storm of con�ict, the girls battled against Atlantis, eventually defeating Ennosigaios, the Lord of 
Atlantis.

With peace slowly returning, the girls are able to return to their normal lives, but something seems to be 
missing. Soon, they hear whispers of a secret society known as Nabla's Heart. This mysterious organization is 
variously rumored to be the dark side of a global corporation, the root of military corruption, or a way to save 
those they love. Most ominously, there are those who say that Nabla's Heart is plotting the eradication of the 
Royal Wavelength, causing the girls to go into hiding.

The road ahead of them is dark and lonely, but they have faith that the twinkling stars will guide them. They 
believe that their paths will cross once again, and they are determined to protect the world and those they 
hold dear, no matter the cost.

Welcome to the world of Core Connection! Nabla Conspiracy, the new base game, and Jade Judgement, the 
new expansion in this amazing "mech-builder" series!



What is Core Connection? 
Core Connection is a tabletop game franchise developed by the KEEPDRY Japanese game design team. 
In Core Connection, players take on the role of one of the 7 main Characters and join in on their 
adventures as pilots of powerful Mechas in epic battles to save the world from Ancient civilizations and 
their armies of monsters. Core Connection Nabla Conspiracy is the second installation in the series, 
following Core Connection Rise of Atlantis, with more games in the works!

What kind of game is Core Connection?
Core Connection is a semi co-op "Mech-builder"… A deck building game all about powering up your 
giant robot, �ghting monsters, and enjoying a game experience that puts you in the shoes of the main 
cast of a Mecha-anime style world. You are not �ghting against the other players in Core Connection, 
you are working together to defeat the many monsters that are coming o� of the monster deck -- 
Players start out as pilots of basic prototype mechas, gradually building up their power by collecting 
various Attachment cards, Tactic cards, and boarding more powerful Mechas. The goal of the game is 
to defeat as many monsters as you can to accumulate Energy... and the �rst player to gain 20 Energy 
wins!

Unique Selling points (USPs):

• Fast paced & easy to learn
• Strong Table Presence - The most unique aspect
of Core Connection as a deck builder is that the game
tells a story.
• Replayability - Multiple characters to choose from
for extra game play variety
• A go-to forAnime & Kaiju fans alike - In Core
Connection: Nabla Conspiracy, you play a Mecha pilot
competing against the other players in a battle
against Nabla’s Heart, an evil secret society.
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 Core Connection: Jade Judgement is an expansion 
that introduces an all new way to play the game. 
Players can choose 1 of 3 scenarios that fundamental-
ly alter gameplay with new cards and rules. Core 
Connection: Jade Judgement is great for players who 
enjoy the storytelling aspect of the game, players who 
are up to a new challenge, and players who just want 
more Core Connection.

The base game is required to use this expansion.


